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.P .- 
SUMMARY -I - _ -7..- . . -- 

The ggroscopic instruments commonly used in instru- 
ment flying in the United States are the turn indicator, 
the directional gyro, 
scopic horizon, 

the gyromagnetic compass,-the-gyro- 
and the automatic pilot. These-instriii 

ments are described. Performance data and the method of 
testing in the laboratory are g%ven for the turn ?kdf- 
cator, the directional gyro, and the gyroscopic-horizon. 
Apparatus for driving the instruments is discussed. 

A. 

IBTRODUGTIOB _. 

Vhen the ground Is not visible the navigation cf air- 
craft depends solely upon fnstruments. Progress in in- 
strument flying, as this type of navigation is called, . 
rests largely upon the development of satisfactory Tnstru- 
ments for maintaining straight, level flight, the prop- < 
course, and a safe altitude. It was dis'coveFed em?ly that 
the indications of the magnetic conpass and inclinometers 
of the gravity-controlled type could not be relied upon to -- 
naintain an airplane fn straight, level flight sue-largely --- -- 
to the effects of acceleration of the-aircraft. It soon 
became evident that the ultimate basis for satisfactory 
instruments is the gyroscope. The magnetic compass *as- 
found to be unrelfable during turns-from a northerly or -i 
southerly tour-se, and unsteady in indication in‘bumpy air. 
Inclinometers of the type early available such as psndu- 
luns, rolling balls, or bubble levels, indicate accelera- 
tions as well as inclination, with no pvailable means to 
differentiate between the. two. -- 

Tho gyroscopfc instrument first used generally was the 
gyroscopic turn'indicator aevelopea in 1918 and 1919 (rof- 
erences 1 and 2). In this instrument a precession cf the 
rotor is produced only by turnfng the instrunont about Its 
vertical axis. The precessional torque is balanced by Q. 

. 
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spring. The turn indicator is usod.principally to diffor- 
entiate between the conditions of straight flight and 
turnfng. 

Attempts have been made to control the rotor speed of 
turn indicators in order to. secure.accprato indiuations of 
the rate of turn. Control of the speed of air-drtvon ro- 
tors requires a speed-maasurfng device or a device for 
measurement or control of volume air flow, both inconvon- 
ient on aircraft. The most Fract,icnl solution would be 
the use of an electrically driven rotor, such as have been 
developed and are fn limited use, mainly in.resesrch work 
(N.A.C.A. in this country) and on rigid airships. Their 
use in airplanes has.been rendered almost needless by 
other davelopments. 

The next improvement in the indication of direction 
was the Sporxy dirsctional gyro which indicates thg hoad- 
ing both in straight flight and during turns (roferenoo 3). 
The indication depends essentially upon a froe gyroecopo, 
the rotor axis of nhich theoretically holds a fixed direc- 
tion in space. Actually, Drecessional torques are present 
causing errors in the indication of the heading. There- 
fore the indication must be periodically reset to corre- 
spond to that of th-e nagnetLc.conpass. 

The magnetic compass, the turn indicator, and the di- 
rectional gyro are now generally installed in every air- 
plane equipped for instrunent,flying; at least tno of 
these are essential, of which one must be the magnetic 
compass. 

One phase of development work on direction instruments 
at present is focused on th-o possibility of adding a nag- 
netic control to. the directional gyro, in order to olini- 
n&to the necessity of periodically rosctting the instru- 
ment. This development is the gyromaggetic compass de- 

-scribed later in this report. If this instrument becomes 
* available for service use, it can, theoretically at least, 

replace the three instruments non used; practically, con- 
si.derable successful Qxporienoo mill have to ba accumulatd 
Qa before the simplo and rolativoly dopendable magnetic 
compass is olininatod from afrplanes. It is also probsblo 
that the turn indicator nil.1 bQ rotainod because of its 
usefulness in indicating approxinatQ:rato of turn. 

The use of a gyroscopitc compass similar in principle 
to the marine type has been x>roposQd, but successful adap- 
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tation for aircraft use has n'ot Been 'achieved. 

Parallel to the use of the.di'rection instruments 
above-mentioned, oxtensfve use is being &ado ‘of rail50 de- 
vices to indicate direction and, Tn'addftion, to locate-to 
a limited extent the position bf the airplane. Two pri- 
mary devices are available. In tho first, whfch is ex- 
tonsivoly used, radio beams are grojocted on a aesired 
course betwocn two airForts, in effect ,.&fining the airway. 
Tho airplane is equfpPod so that characteristic signals arc 
rocoivod, gormftting tho pilot to fly tho desired course 
without primary dependonce upon tho ordinary afrcction in- 
strumonts in tho airslane. Vith the -radio boam the course 
flown is automatically corroctod f&r the effect of drift 
caused by side winds and an indication of position is ob- 
tafnod nhonovcr the afrplano 5s over a courso-sending sta- 
tion. Tho system suffers from the-restriction that ordi- 
narily only an indication of four courses to or from a radio 
station is sscurod, although procefiures for Interpolation 
between courses have been suggested. -Further, fading of the 
beam occurs under certain at,mospheric conditions and re- 
flections of-the beam in mountainous country cause er?Xjfs- 
in indication. Vork is befng contercd on increasing the 
reliability of the syston. - 

The seccnd rafifo device involves the use of a radio 
direction finder on the airplane,to locate the direction 
of a ground radio station wv9th reference to the indicated 
magnetic heading of the aircraft. It is essentially a 
homing.dovico and can be used to fly toward the statTon 
from any point from vhich a radio signal is obtainad. The 
effect of drift caused by a side wind is not clSninated so 
that a curved course is gcnorally flown, but this defect 
becomes rolativoly loss important as the spood of airplanes 
Fs increased. This devfce is little used in this costr!, 
although some oxperfnontal work is in progress. Tho cathode- 
ray radio compass should be mentioned. in this instrument 
a cathode-ray tube is used as the indicator of the direc- 
tion of a ground radio station. Considerable fnmunity 
from static and night effects is claimed. 

The ground direction finder is used on European air 
lines and in air-line flights.over oceans. The bearing of 
a radio transmitter on the airplane is.taken by two ground 
stations, from which data the position of the airplane is 
determined and transmitted to the pilot. 

The indication of pitch and bank of the airplane is 
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at prosent socurad from a singls'gyroscopic instrument, 
the Sperry gyroscopic horizon (refarenco ts). A gravity 
control is provided to keep .tho.rotor axis vertical and is 
so applied that the’ resultant precession is in one planQ 
and not in a spiral path. In effect the in$trumont is a 
pendulum having a lOng:_p8riOd compared with the duration 
of disturbing accelerations such as occur in turns. 

Automatic.pilots are designed to hold the airplano on 
a desir8d heading and in.lsvel flight. NO sat*sfaptory au- - 
tomatic pilot has beea developed in tihich the SQnsitivQ ol- 
enents are n combination of p8ndUlumS and a magnetic COP- 
pass, although a numb8r of such pilots- have bacn construct- 
od. aepar.ently elements of the gyxoscopic type are essen- 
tial in ordsr---to obtain the relatively long period needed 
for stabflfty during the..accelerations experienced in the 
maneuvers of airyJlan86. In the Sperry automatic pilot 
(referoncos 4 and 5) the airplane controls are positioned 
in accordarce with the readings of tho directional gyro 
and the gyroscopic horizon. Level flight 1s obtained auto- 
matically- 'by coatrolling the pitch reading of tbc gyro- 
scapic horizon with an altimatcr olomont. The trend of do- 
v8lopmont~rk at present is focused on making autcnatic 
as far as possi'ble certain manual.adjustm8nts now poriodi- 
tally rsquirod. 

Tho above survey c.n the course of dovQlopm8nt of in- 
strumonts for instrument flying rams in gonorsl to ivork 
in the United States. In Europo a variety of gyroecopic 
instruments havo been dovoloped, same of which have sur- 
viv8d the axporimontal stag8 (reference 2). Honovor, many 
European air lines are using the gyroscopic instruments de- 
scribed above for indicating rate of turn, direction, pitch, 
and bank. Autonatic"pilots utilizing gyrosc0pe.s in a fun- 
damentally different manner have be,en devolopQd (raferencea 
6 and 7), notably the British automatic pilot (r0fQrCnCe 81, 
the Pollock=Brown deviator, and th8. Siemens auto pilot. 

In this report only ggrosc.opic instrunonts used and. 
mainly dQV8lOpOd in this country are COnsid8red. These 
are the turn indicator, the directional gyro, the gyromag- 
n8tic compass, the gyroscopic horizon, and .the automatic 
pilot. 

. 

Y 

The report was prepared with the financial assistance 
and cooperation of the National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics. The par-formnnce data $iven hersin was in 
large part obtained at the National 3ureau of Standards in 
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cooperation with the. Bureau of Aoropautics of the Navy Do- 
partmeat. 

TUBS INDICATOR 

Principla of instrument,- The sonsitfvo element of -.- 
the turn indicator 5s a rotor of rclat%;vely high inertia, 
tho spin axis of which is parallel to the l&tom1 axis of 
tho instrument (roforoncos 1 and 2). Tho rotor is free to 
process against the torquo of a rostraining.spring, only 
about an axis pnrallol to tho foro-and-aft axis. Prccos- 
sion about this axis is produced by turns abn,ut t3e Verti- 
cal, or Z, axis. The deflectfan of the spring is indi- 
cated by a suitable mechanism. At the start of a turn the 
precessional torque L is given by the relation -- -..- 

. 

L = Rp I?, I, (1) 

in which Wr is the rate of rotation of the gyroscope ro- 
tor, V, is t%e rate of turn of the aircraft, and Ir 
the polar moment of inertia of the gyroscope rotor. It is 
seen that if the rotational speed of the rotor ?vr remains 
constant, the torque is directly proportional to the rate 
of turn of the aircraft. ' 

When the spill axis of the rotor and tho turning axis 
of the aircraft aro not porpondicular to each othor, 3? 
is the component of the rate of turn inthe plan0 perpen- 
dicular to the rotor ax4s. 

The instruments notv in use aro air-driven. Tho sources 
of ponsr are dfscussod.in tho final section oi this roport. 
The rotational spood df tho rotor is proportfonal to the 
volume flow of air through the fnstrument. The sudtion 
across the instrument, ahicb is usually held constant, is 
to a first approximation proportional to the product of 
the air density and the square of the volume afr flow. 
Thus, for a constant suction, ft follows that the rotor 
speed varies with altitude and therefore that the sensf- 
tivity of the instrument in moasuring rate of turn is vari- 
able. 

A turnmotor, in contrast to a turn indicator, may be 
defined as ap_ instrument which indicates reliably the rat0 
of turn. A turn indicator bocomos a turnmotor for all 
practical purposes if the spood of rotation of the rotor 
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is maintained constant, In an air-driven instrument this 
is obtained by maintaining ct constant volume air flow (not 
necessarily constant suction) through the instrunont. 
Si~plo means for controlllng tho nfr flon j-n aircraft arc 
not available although some development work on devices 
integral with the turnmeter is'in progress. For this rea- 
son direct-current electrically driven rotors have been 
usually.used in turnmeters. 
by the voltage, 

The rotor speed is dotorminod 
which is oasi&y controlled. Up to the 

pm sent, turnmeters have been usod in this country only in 
flight rosesrch (reference 9). 

&scription.- A diagram of a Pioneer turn indicator 
which differs only in minor details. from the latest typos, 
is shown in figure 1, The rotor 77 is mountod in gimbal 
G which is free to rotate or tfprscessII about the fore- 
and-aft axis A,A,. Disk D is attached to the gimbal. 
The precessional torque of %he gigbal and wheel assembly 
is balanced by spring S t1rough.leper L connected by 
pin B-..to the disk D. The motion is damped by mean8 of 
the dash-pot assembly C, the piston of mhich.is attached 
to L .by lever PL. Precessi.oaal motion is CQmmUYdCatQd 
from the disk D to the pointer P by mea;1s of a pin E 
and a fork P which is attached to tho pointer shaft. In 
order to.pernit varfation of the sensitivity, an adjust- 
nont is provided for varying the tonsion of tho spring by 
moving the fixed end in or out. This motion causes no 
zero shift bocauss tho axis of the spring pacsea.through 
tho axis AXA, of..tho gimbal. The damping is adjusted 
by varying the size of tho orifice controlling tho air 
flow into and out of tho dash pot. Th-e air supply for 
driving the gyroscope wheel is drawn in through a fino- 
mesh screen at N, and out at Ha. The rubber stop R 
serves to absorb the shock of excessive rates of precos- 
sion. 

* 

9 

Ai3 shomn in figure 2, ,the turn indicator is usually 
combined tlth a rolling ball bank indicator. The glass 
ball, '7116 inch in diameter, now used, has lass dofloc- 
tion duo to airplane vibration than tho btcel ball provi- 
UUS~Y us0a. I 

The diameter of the dial is 2-314 inches. The weight 
of the combined turn-and-bank indicator is 1.3 pounds. . 

The turn indLcator is designed to operate on a SUC- 
tion of about 2 inches of mercury* . 
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Laboratory teet auqaratus.- --- .--- The essential parts of the 
apparatus used at the National Bureau of‘standards for db- 
tatning specified’rates of turn are shown in figure 3. The 
turntable TT is driven by an electric mator through spit- 
able reduction gearing. An adjustable speed direct-current - 
motor is preferably used for controlling the ratesof turn 
although test equipme.Lt dg available comnerci~lly in mhfch 
the motor speed is constant and a number of rates of turn 
are obtained by suitable gear shifts. The turn indicator 

T, mounted on the turntable, is connected to a vacua 
pump by rubber tubing which, as showi,. is of a length suf-- 
ficient to permit rotation of the turntable without .int0r- 
faring with t2;e air supply. A U-tube nator, manometer, or 
m0re conveniently a differential pressure gage, is used to. 
measure the suction across the turn indtlcator. Tha rate of 
turn is determined by noting the time r0quirod for the turn- 
table, rruitably graduated in degrees of arc, to rotate a . 
definite amount. 

When determ$ning the effect of temperature the aPpara- 
tus fs installed in a chamber, as indicated fn figure3, 
with the motor,and gear-box assembly installed outside; -- 
Precautions must be taken to prevent condensation of water 
vapor in the instruments at low temperature. Cheesecloth 
oi large area over the air inlet of the instruments mill 
keep out azlg snow that may form. 

Tests and porfornance.- Ordinarily the turn indiCa%Or 
is us0a only to indicate deviations from flight in a 
straight line rather than the actual rate, of turn. For 
this use it is important that the pointer be exactly on 
the zero mark at zero rate of turn. In the laboratory the 
behavior fn this respect is determined by observing-the in- 
strument when it is held in the normal dial-vertical, 
Pointer-vertical position with the rotor operated 73y a SUC- 
tion of .* 2 inches.of mercury. -. 

The pointer should stand at the zero mark when the 
rotor is not running. In a new Instrument a zero indfca- 
tion shots that the nochanism is in static balance. 

In the test for, sensitrvity, tho izstrunent is in- 
stalled in the dial-vertical, pointer-vorticnl positfon on 
the turntable described above and is operated under a suc- 
tion of 2 fnches of mercury. The turn indicator is sub- 
jected to rates of turn about a vertical axis of 36', 360°9 
and 1,080' per minute at an atmospheric preosure of 760 
millinefers of mercury and'tenperature of 20' 0. DSffcrent 
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deflections of the tip of the pointer for theze rates of 
turn are desired by the Army, Eavy; and the air lines, and 
perhaps should vary 'with the tyge of airplane. One o.rgan- 
ization specifies this deflection to-be,rospoctively, l/16, 
l/2, and 1 inch, with a tolerance of about 15 percent: An- 
other spocffios a deflection about 40 percent lomor, Tho 
sensitivity, or deflection for a given rate of turn, in- 
creases with increase in the impressed suction #---a t con-= 
stant atmospheric pressure, and incroascs with increase in 
altitude when the suction is held constant. 
stated, 

As proviounly 
the sonsitivity of individual instruments ins ad- 

justable to meet the requirements in the various types of 
airplanes. 

The performance at -low temperature depends primarily 
ugon the pour point of the lubricant used. IJIfnoral oils 
which have a sufficiently ion pour point mill give a sat- 
isfactory performance at -35' C., .but will evaporate at 
high summer temperature. Synthetic lubricants of lon-va- 
por pressure offer somo promise for instruments which are 
subjected to a wide range of tom~oratura. In toets at- 
-350 c., instrumonBs with ion pour-point lubricant have Q 
pointer deflection of about 3/8 inch rThon subjected to a 
turn of--360" a minute, 
Feraturo. 

compared rrith l/2 inch at room *em- 

The damping is measured by suddenly stopping a turn 
of 1,080° por minute and obsarvinethe subsequent pointor ' 
oscillations on each sido of eoro. The damping is consid- 
ered insufficient if the pointer in coning to rest has 

'after its first crossing a deflection boyond the zero mark 
exceeding l/4 inch or after its second crossing 3164 of an 
inch. It should be.noted that unless the turntable is pos- 
itively stopped, the return ofthe rotor to the axis-hari- 
zontalposition imparts a torque to the turntable tending 
to caus? the rotation of the table to continue. The effect 
of this is a slower return of the pointsr to zero, with a 
resultant error in the determination of the damping. 

Except for increased wear in the bearings, vibration 
such as is experienced on an instrument board does not ap- 
pear to affect the performance of the turn indicator. In 
laboratory tests for vibration the instrument is subjected 
to a circular motion 1/32lnch in diameter in a plane in- 
clined 45' to the horizontal plane,and with froquoncios 
from 1,003 to 2,500. cycles per ninute. 
the apparatus is given in reference' 10. 

A doscripfion of 
Satisfactory in- 

struments mill nithstand this standark vibration for 50 
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hours without substantfal change in the pointer sonsitiv- 
fty. During the test the instrunont is mounted in if&- 
normal operating position and is operated under a suction 
of 2 inches of mercury. A test in nhich fho-instrutiant 
would be subjoctod sizmltaaeously t-o vibration and to a 
continuously varying rate of turn would probably be nora 
significant. 

The instrument is tostad for durability and effect of 
excessive suction by operatiug it on a suction of 10 inches 
of nercury for a period of l/2 hour nhflo s'tatibna*y-.in the 
norm1 operating position. The position of tho pointer for 
zero rate of turn, nith or nithout a suction of -2 fnchas 
of noFcury applied, should ronain unckmged. 

The suction to start the rotor should not exceaa 5- 
inches of mater. The free air flow through tho present in- 
strunonf at a suction of 2 inches of mrcury with sea-level 
external pressure is 0.6 cubic foot par niauta. 

For all practical purposes the tica lag in the pointer 
notron of gyroscopic turn indicatoiTs is negligible. 

DIRDGTIOITIII, GYRO 

Principle of the instrunen5.u I- 
in quzz air the nagnetfc compass 

In straight flight and 
is nornally relfahle as 

a direction indicator. Then the airplane executes a na- 
neuvor, or when the air is bumpy, the conpass.card nay be 
expected in general to depart fron Zts proper orientation 
or in tho extrone case to spPn. The conbinod effect of 
the ,vsrtical conponent of the earthts mgnetfc field. add 
of accelerations on the pendulous card causes the error* 

The' Sperry directional gyro, used in conjunction with 
the nagnetic conpass, provides a directional reference con- 
paratively unaffected by.naneuvers of the airplane. The 
instrunont fs essentLally a neutral 0~ free gyrosco$e nith 

.three degrees of freedon. The rotor is horizontal in or- 
.dor to give the necessary reference in azinuth; 

The directional gyro is.not in itself north-seeking. 
It nust be sot to corrcsgond to the conpass heading or to 
the desired heading as doternined with the conpass or other 
known roferenco, and nust bo reset core or loss often to 
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correct fur a slorr and, up 60 the present time, unavoida- 
ble precession in azimuth. 

Descr1pti4nt- The mechanism of the Sperry directional 
gyro is shorm in ffgure 4 and a ph.otograph of the instru- 
ment in figure 5. The rotor TV is air-driven about a 
horizontal axis. The air, drawn into the case through the 
bearing B and through the tube J, impinges on steps 
cut into the periphery of the rotor. On aircraft, reduced 
prcssuro within the case is maintained usually by a VUCuUm 
pump but occasionally by a venturi tuba. 

The rotor is mounted in the first gimbal PO, which 
is froo to turn about a horizontal axis HH,. Tho second 
gimbal SG is free to turn on a vertical axis about the 
pivot- P and the bearing at B, which are fixed to the 
instrument caso. 

As seen in fi,gure 5, a compass card and a lubber line 
are viewed through a window in the face of the instrument. 
The graduations ore in lo intervals. S'ho card, attached to 
gZmba1 SG (ffg. 41, may be set to a desfred heading, with 
an over-all limit of accuracy of about lo, by means of an 
adjusting knob. K 
instrument. 

nhioh projects through the front of the 
To make the adjustment, the knob is pushed in, 

doprcssing the outer ond of the lover L, 
the collar C. 

thereby raising 
Tho arm A, raised by tho collar C, 011~ 

gages the first gimbal FG at E and moves the axis of 
the rotor to horizontal. The gear. on the knob K is nom 
in mesh with the gear ring R mhich is fastonod to-tho 
second gimbal SG. The entire mechan.ism may be rotated 
until the dosired reading on the card is ozgosite the lub- 
ber 12ne. The knob is then nithdramn, froofng tho rotor 
and gimbals. 

A correcting torque can be applied by adjusting fho 
nut on 6cren BA 
sive. 

when the precession in azimuth is CXcf3G- 

The instrument is constructed so that it nay be in- 
clined 60' from the normal in any direction, pitch or bank, 
7Vhen the inclination is in oxcoss of 60° about an axis par- 
pepdiculur to the rotor axis, 
upsetting the 

the $Jmbal systen meets stops, 
gyroscope and making the indication worthloss 

until the instrument has.bcen meat, 

The weight of the instrumont is 3.6 pounds. In size 
it is approxfmately a 4*-inch cuba. 

. 
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Instruments are constructed ofthor rrith or without a 
bank indicator similar to that of the turn-and-bank indi- 
cator. 

PRXCESSION 

Goneral discussion.- Tha rotor axis of a porfoctly 
balanced freo gyroscope, not subjo&% to-extraneous torques, 
nould remain in a fixed dfrectfon in space with reforcnce 
to tho-ffxod stars. 

It' is impossible to eliminate entirely precossiOnS 
duo to extraneous torques. The procession CaUSCa by a 
torquo about an axis porpondicular to the spin axis will 
be about an axis perpendicular t.0 both the spfn axis and 
the torque axis. The angular rate of prkCeSsfOn P is 

p= IL 
mr, Ir 

where II is the torque causing the precession, Wr is 
the angular rate of rotation about the spin axi&, and- Ir 

.- 

is the polar moment of inertia about the sptn axis. ~. . 

To obtain a precession in azfmuth, about axis PP ~ 
(fig. 4), a coqonent of a torqus must act about axis P+L 
on inner gimbal FG. : -. . '. 

Assume a torque applied to the fnner gimbal FG about 
the axfs HH1, %n a clockwise direction as observed when 
lookLng.along the axis from H to ';1.- Vith the rotor 
t'urnirsg in the direction shown in figure '4, the torque - 

.causes the rotor to precess abouf"the axis PB in u clock- 
wise .dlrectio'n ao seen fron above. ._ Tho'axis of precession 
is porpondicular to both the rotor a.xis and 'the axis of t?~o 
torque; If the axis -of tke torque a00Ei not lie in a piano 

- perpendicular to .tho spin axis of the rqtor, .only the corn- . 
ponont of the torque poriondfcular't& the axrs of the ro- 
tor is effectfve in causing preco,ssion. . . . . L. .- -.. 

Causes of Procession in azing&.- causes of the pre- 
cessionvhfch.zves rise'to erroneous indication of the 
course are as follows: . 

(a) Small eccentricftfes in the diraction'of the air 
jet striking the rotor nap give rise to a tor,qu?,-about 
axis HH,, thereby causing a drift: .-: _,: 5 
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(b) Unbalance of the rotor gimbal (FG in fig. 4). 

(c) Friction in the bearfngs of the rotor gin’bal 
during relative rotation .of gimbals FG and SG. This :::I 
tation occurs during pitching of--the aircraft when the rotor 
axis is in the fore-and-aft position, and during roll when 
the rotor axis is in the lateral position. 

(d) The earthfs rotation (apparent precession). 

Of the above sources of precession only cd) can bo 
considered quantitatively since most of the other sources 
are indoterminafe. A f reo gyroscope such as the direction- 
al gyro should maintain, thsoretically, the direction of 
its rotor axis fixed in space with respect to the fixed 
stars, It follons therefore that the angle between tho ro- 
tor axis and a given direction on the earth's surface var- 
ies with time, at a definite rate depending upon the lati- 
tude and orientation of the axes. No torque fs imposed 
primarily as a result of the earthts rotation. 

In considering the effect of the earth's rotation the 
airplane mill be assumed stationary since the effect of the 
motion of the airplane is usually much smaller than that of 
the earth's rotation. If it is de-sired to include the mo- 
tion of the airpl.ane it is necassary to use, instoad of the 
earth's rate of rotation, the true angular motion fn space 
along the parallel of latitude. 

Instruments are nom constructed so that the axis of 
the rotor is in the meridian, or very nearly so, when the 
instrument is set with the card indicating the true heading 
of the airplane. This rotor pooit$qn mill be assumed ini- 
tially in considering the effect of the earthrs rotation. 

,At the equator the'rotor axis remains in the neridjlsn 
since both the rotor and moridfan are parallol to the Oarth!8 
axis. No change in indication with time occurs. 

At the North or South Pole, the rotor axis dhanges.in 
azimuth at the same rate as the angular rate of rotation 
of the earth. ,That is, the rotor axis is observed to ro- 
tate about axis PB (fig. 4), at-a rate of 0.25O per minute. 
The reading of the -card of the directional. gyro decroasos 
at the North Pole and increases at the South Pole. 

At latitudes between the equator and pole, the rotor 
axis t-ends to change directfon with respect to's neridian 
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* 

. 

in both azimuth and pitch - that is, about both axes PB 
and HH1. The change in azi;duth cc or ch.anga in indi- 
cated course is given by the expression 

.- 
-. 

a= E sinh (3) 

where E 
subsequent 

is the angular rotation of the earth in zhe tine 
to resetting the directional gyro (0.25 per 

minute), and h is the latitude. The rates of change in 
reading are O", 0.125', 0.18', and 0.215' per minute, re- 
spectively, at latitudes O", 30°, 45', and 60'. 

As nil1 be brought out later, the effect of the earth's 
rotation is, on the whole, quite small in contrast to the 1 
precession due to other causes and from the practical stand- ; 
point can be neglected. 

Compensation for precc,ssm in azimuth.- It is theoret- 
ically possible to provide a torque duo to unbalance in the 
gimbal system which mill introduce a precession compennat- 
fng the drift in indicatfon caused by constant extraneous 
torques and by the earthts rotatfon at one specified lati- 
t use-. In practice this is accomplished by adjusting the 
unbalanced neight .BA (fig. 4) until ths 0bsdrYed. procos- 
sion at the approx$nate latitude at which the instrument is 
to be used is reduced to the lomost possible amount. 

It may be of intorost to calculate the torquo requirod 
to cause a procession in azimuth mhfch is,just sufficient 
to count'erbalance the change in reading which occurs duo t0 
the aarth*s rotation at a latitude of-45o. It can bo shown 
that 

L = 3 Vr Ir (4) 

nhere L is the balancing torque: P is the rate of pre-. 
cession duo to tha earthrs rotation about tho azitiuth 
axis, that is, tho rate of change of a in o-quation (3); 
and m, and Ir aro, rospoctivoly, tha'angular velocity 
and polar moment o,f inortia of tho rotor. The value of 
Ir for tho gyroscope rotor IS approx~i~n~t~oly 0.23.po~~as 
inches2. 
is 0.18O 

The torque L equals 0.004 pound inch-when‘-P 
per minute (at a latitude 45o) and the.rotor 

apeed is 12,000 r.p.m, 

. Tilt of the rotor asis.- A torque, or component of a ---- 
torque, about the vertical axis PB causes a tilt of the 
rotor axis, that is, precession about axis HH,, figure 4. 

. 
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lows : 
Causes of this tilt cf the rotor are produced as fcl- 

(a) Friction in the baaring;s of the vertical gimbal 
(PB, fig. 4). 
the aircraft. 

The tilt occurs during turning or yaning of 

(b) T&k-e earth's rotation. 

Assuming t-he.axis of the rotar initially in the norid- 
ian and hotii zontal, the tflt of the rotor axis duo to the 
earthts rotatfon is given by the relation: 

sin T = sin 2X sin2 E/2 (5) 

in which- T 
and E 

fs the tilt in degrogs; h is the latitude; 
is the angle through which the earth rotatea sub- 

sequent to rosottirrg the instrunent (0.25' per minute). 

. 

0 
It is seen that there is no tilt-at t9e equator (h = 

or at the poles (h = go'). B.ctmen latitudes 30' to 
6 , the tilt is less than lo in one hour (corresponding to 
a rctntion of the earth of 15O) and loss than 4' in Tao 
hours (aftor a rotation of 300); 

Conpensation for .tilt.- It ._vtill b.o notic.cd in fzguro 
4 that the rotor axis tilts indepoadentlg of tho air-supply 
tulm. When the rotor axis tilts, the air jot. strikes the 
rotor at an an&o, causing a torque about a vertical axis 
(PB, fig. 4) and giving rise to a precession which tends 
to return the rotor axis to alinement with the supply tube. 
This torque is sufficient ordinarily to maintain the rotor 
axis practically horizontal in level flight. 

Perfornance of the Dlreotional Gyro 

zest apparatuq.7 To deternine the effect of auction, 
air density, and temperature upon the rotor speed., the 
directional gyro and necessary apparatus mere set up in a 
low-pressure chanbor as shown in figure 6. The tonpernturo 
could bo controlled in the range -20° to +50° C. The rotor 
speed and air flow mere measured under various conditions 
of tenporaturo, air pressure, and suction across the in- 
strunenk. The speed of the rotor was measured by mans of 
a stroboscope. 

. 

In the acceptance testing of the directional gyro it is * 
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the practice 'to measure tho pro-cession in azimuth, here- 
after called the. drift, under various, cond3tions of fem$sr- - 

ature, vibration, and fnclination.- The drift of,the card 
is measured. at present. mh'ile the Instrument is subjected 
to a combined pitch, 
tude of 1.5O 

roll, .and yaw.motion having anampli- 
and a frequency of LO per mfnute. -Thfs motion 

approximates the oscillations of the airplane in flight,- 
thereby gfving a test approximating service condftions. 
The apparatus producing thfs motion, called a llscorsby,n 
was developed by the Sperry Gyroscope Company. P'igure-7 
is a photograph of the apparatus, including a dry-ice tern- 
perature chamber vhf& has been mounted on t.he rocking . 
table. 

It is also of interest to obtain,the drift when the 
instrument is subjected to a low-amplitude vibration. One 
having a frequency of about 1,800 c.p.m, and amplitude b 
trreon 0.002 and 0.004 inch is considered reasonably repre- 
sentative. This vEbration is available from the standard 
vi3ration board used in tosting aircraft instruments (rof- 
orence 10) or from a spring-mounted board vibrated by a ro- 
tating rrofght mounted eccentrically upon a"shaft. - --- ---. 

Chambers for controlling the temperature of aircraft 
instruments have been previously described (reference 10). 
The use of solid carbon dioxide (ary ice) as a refrigerant 
is quite convenient and is Drobably preferable in cases 
where other means of securing low temperature are no-b al- 
ready installed. A desirable detail, in temperature chambers 
of this type is a set of shutters between the compartment 
containing the dry ice and the rest of the chamber.. Ziuch 
closer temperature control can be obtained by adjusting- 
the shutters than by varying only the speed of the ventf- 
latfng fan above the dry ice. 

At low temperature the arrangement ,for the air flow 
nust be 8uch that (a) no moisturo condenses within the 
instrument 
the instruAenibind 

no 03.1 vapor from the vacuum pump enters 
(c) the temperature within the test 

chamber does not change. 

If the vacuum pun-p operates at low temperatures it 
can be cooled either with the instruments or in a separate 
t,enperature chamber, whichever is more faasible. The air 
flow is-then arranged so that air enters the fnstrunent, 
goes through the pump, and then is piped back fnto the in- 
strument temperature chanber. An oil trap and gerhaps a 
drter are required in the return line. This procedure is 
substantially that follomed by the Sperry Gyroscope company. 
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In the arrangement at present used at the National 
Bureau of Standards, the air enter? the instrument from the 
temperature chamber, goes through the vacuum pump, and then 
is discharged outside the building. The air thus removed 
from the temperature chamber is roplacod by a diaphragm 
pump which supplies air free from oil vapor. The air from 
the pump passes through a drjler, then is cooled bolon tho 
chamber temperature in a coil cooled by solid car3ors dlox- 
ido in alcohol. Tho moisture content is then such that 
condensation vi11 not occur at tho chamber tenporaturo. It 
is usually desirable to shield tho instrument inlet with 
choasecloth to filter out snow which may possibly form in 
the temperature chamber. 

If the air flow is to be measured at lam tenporaturo, 
an orifice-type flowmeter or theecommon type gas meter may 
be used. Th-e gas meter must be operated at approximately 
room temperature. Thfs.condffion can be secured by run* 
ning a long line of copper tubing outside of the.tempera- 
ture chamber between the exit port of the instrument and 
the gas meter. The temperature and prossuro of the air 
passing through the gas meter must be measured so that the 
air flow can be computed in terms of that at the dosirod 
density, 

mhon solid carbon dioxide 1s used as the refrigerant, 
tho arrangement is usually such that the carbon dioxido 
mixes vith the air flowing through the instrunent. If a 
constant suction across the instrument is naintainod, the 
speod of the rotor of tho instrunont mill docreaso with in- 
crease in the carbon-dioxido concentration, as may be soen 
from tho following ap%roxfnato relation: 

Ra -- = P-p; 
J --_- 

BC Pa SC 
(6) 

in whfch I1 fs the rotor speed, p is the gas deneitg, 
and S is the suction. The subscripts a and, c rofor, 
respectively, to the quantities ahon tho instrument is 
driven by air and by an air carbon-dioxide mixture. Using 
100 percent carbon dioxide, the rotor spood is 81 porcont 
of the speed for air. To maintain constant rotor spaod 
using 100 pcrcont carbon dioxido, the suction nust be 1.53 
times that when using air. It appears essential eithar to 
prevent carbon dioxide from mixing with the air flowing 
through the instrument or to maintain constant volume gas 
flow through the instrument since, as mill be shown later, 

I .- 

, 
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the rotor speed 5.s proportional to the volume gas flow, 
fndependent of gas density. 

Effect of akr flow. suctan, and afr density upon 
speed.- rotor The rotor speed of the direction= gyro at 

various suctions and altitudes is shown-in the upper &art. 
of figure 8. In figure 9 the rotor speed against air flow 
in terms of the volumo at the pressure and tempornturc of 
the air at outlet of the instrument is shown for two in- 
strumonts. 

The results shown are typical of those obtained on 
othor instruments izi good adjustneat. Those results, o.6 
tainod in 1932, in general agree rrith.thoso reported by 
Spilhaus (roforonce 11). 

Tho following conclusions can be drawn from tho data 
obtained when tho instrument was at room temperature (+22' 
to 310 G.). 

(a) At a given imposed suction the rotor speed in- 
crosses nith altitude anld is irvorsoly proportional to the 
square root of the air density. 

(b) Ike relation between the volume afr flow and ro- 
tor speed is linear and is independent of the air density 
(or altitude). It follows that 

R-KIF (7) 

where a is the rotor speed 

F, the volume air flow 

and K 1' COIlStailt 

The air flow through the instrument is approximately equfv- 
alont to that through an orifice. Therefore, 

AP = Ka p Va = K, p Fa (8) 

where AP is the suction across the instrument 

P, the air density 

V, the mean velocity of the a&r 

and Ks and KS, constants 
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Substituting the value of tho air flow 
(7) into equation (8); 

B from oquation 

R=K 
J 

AP 
T- 

(9) 

The data shown in figure 8 for instrunont No. 287 vorify 
equation (9). 

It is tho present practi.ce on aircraft to maintain a 
constant suction across the direct2onal gyro with the 
valve doscribod later. From (a) and (b) above it io ovf- 
dent that a constant rotor speed would be maintained if 
tho volume air flolv roro held constant. This fact has been 
gonorally knorrn for some time but no convoniontmeans has 
beon doveloped to measure, or automatically rogulato, air 
flow in flight. Tho maintonanco of-constant spood Fe por- 
haps not essential since the oxcoss spood obtained is prob- 
ably not dotrinontal to the nochanisn and does not matorf- 
ally affect the drift of the card. Docroaso in instrument 
tomporature as tho altitude is inoroasod tonds to roduco 
the rotor spood, partly compensating for tho increase fn 
rotor sFeed with reduced density. - 

Normal operatfng-sgction and.air flop:.- A differen- 
tial pressure across the instrument (suction) of 34 inCheS- 
of mercury is generally accepted as the standard value. 
At this suction, as may be seen from figures 8 and 9, the 
air flow is approximately 1.3 cubfc feet per minute meas- 
ured at an air temgeraturo of 20° C. and at a pressure of 
26.5 inches of mercury. Instruments constructed in 1937 
have an air flow of 1 to 1.3 cubic feet per minute. 

Effect of instrumgnt temperature on rotor spcedL,n It 
is soon in figure 8 (instrunont Xo. 759) that at a giVOn 
suction the rotor spood decreases 0s tho tenporaturo of the 
instrunont decreases. This is apparently due to a elight 
incroaso in friction. 

In early models of the instrument the tom-$oraturc ef- 
fect was large, duo to a difforcntial contraction which 
caused the rotor axle to be squeozod botweon tho boarinGs. 
A spring mounting olininated this effect. 

Tho variation of the air flow rotor speed with instru- 
ment tomporature is shown in figuro 9 (instrument lo, 563). 
The same straight line fits t-he data at instrument temporaw 
turns down to +5O C. At -5.5' C. a linear rolation still 
holds but the line has shifted upward. 
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Drift of the card in azimuth.-a ---- The preceding sections 
on the performance of .the directional gyro are prfncipally 
of interest to the designer. TO the pilot of the aircraft 
the chief interest is in the drift of the card under vari- 
ous conditions of use. The most important factor affecting 
the drift appears to be vibration. It is believed at the 
present time that 0.012 inch is the maximum double ampli- 
tude of standard circular vibration which the fnstrumont 
should bo expacted to withstand. This is probably the lim- 
iting amplitude for other types of vibration although no 
test data are available on thfs point. It is considered 
essential, however, that 
slight vibratfon - say, 

the instrument Be subjected to a 
one with a double amplitude of 

0.002 inch to 0.004 inch, in ordor to obtain a minimum 
drift. This drfft is boliovcd to be furthor reducod if 
tho instrument is subjoctod to an irregular roll, pitch, 
and yaw motion of small amplitub, such as that of an afr- 
plane 2.n reasonably straight flight. These conclusions 
are founded upon laboratory and flfght exporLence but are 
very difficult to Provo by a series of tests on a fern in- 
struments or by roferonco to a limited amount of data, ;tje- 

. cause of the erratic manner in which the directional gyro 
drifts. 

An fnvestigation was made at the National Bureau of 
Standards Zn 1934 on instruments then avaiI.able, in which 
the drift for 30 to -40 minutes was measured at eight head- 
ings at intervals during the course of endurance rm.8 last- 
ing as long as 255 hours. For the greater part of the 
time during the endurance runs, two inStrUm8ntS mere TI- 
bratod and three mere not vibrated. -- ---". 
bration was 1,800 c.p.m. 

The fre<uency-cf vi- 
and the dfameter of the circular 

vibration was 0.012 inch. The drift measurements tit inter- 
vals nere made with no vibration imposed and with circular 
vibration either 0.002 or 0.012 inch in-diameter. The .- 

. driving suctfon nas 4 inches,of mercury. During the tests 
the instrument temperature -as approxfmately +20° C. and 
the atmospheric pressure, 29.5 inches of mercury. The re- 
sults may be summarized as follows: 

(a) The drift was erratiu to a high degree, varying 
from test to test at a given heading-and from hoadfng to 
heading for a given instrument. The drfft might bo ze-r-6 
in one test and then bo 4' or 5' in 20 minutes in a later 
test. 

(1) Bo marked difference in the drift was Observed 
'Detmeen tests with and without vfbration. 
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(c) No decided increase in the drift was observed 
during the endurance runs. 

(a) Vibration wfth a- double amplitude of 0.012 inch 
apparent-ly caused no deleterious effects. - 

No observations were made on the.effect of air density 
(altitude) on the drift. There appears to bo no reason 
,for any significant 8ff-ect. 

Drift tests are now made on a scorsby set to give a 
roll, pitch, and yaw motion having a frequancy of 10 pQr 
minute and double amplitude of 3'. This motion simulates 
conditions in an airplane which it is bQlfeVod, with con- 
sidorable reason, raduce the friction in the instrument 
bearings and thus tend to make the drift loss erratic. 
Results obtained on thrQQ satisfactory 1937 directfonal 
gyros are presented in table I. 

Drift tests are also made when the instruments are 
vibrated at a frequency of about 1,800 c.p.m. and at a 
double amplitude in the 45' plane of 0.003 inch. The ro-r 
suits on three instruments are given in table 1. 

Effobt of temperature on the--drift.- The drLft when -- 
the directional gyro is at a temperature of -20' C., and 
subjected to the,roll, pitch, and yam described above, is 
given for three instruments in table I. The drift of in- 
strument No. 2 is excessive at two headings. The diffi- 
culty in securing satisfactory performance is mostly due 
to the difficulty of socuring a lubricant which functions 
fn the temperature range from -20' to +50° C. ODeration 
at still lower temperatures emphasizes the difficulty. 

fho rotors start turning.at an instrument tenperaturQ 
of -350 c. at drZving suctions mall under 2 inches of mQr- 
cury. 

Effect of rotor ap ----- eed on drift, - Drift teats zero 
made on two instruments built in 1933 at suctions of 2; 4, 
and 6 inches of mercury. The instruments Tore noithor vi- 
brated nor subjected to the pitch, roll, and yam motion. 
No significant differences in the amount of the drift mre 
observed for the three suctions, except that perhaps the 
drift was less at the suction of 4.inches of mercury. 

&clination.- --- The instrument as non designed operates 
at any angle of tilt of the case from the vertical up to 
a change of 60' from the normal position. 

. 

. 

L 

* 
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. TABLZ I 

Porformance,of Three:1937 Dire.ctional Gyros ._ 

Drift in degrbes of arc 
Operating suctfon, 3$ inches of mercury. ---- --- t 

-0 Drtft in 10 minutes on soorsby at +25 0. 

Original 
hoading 

deg. 

. 
.13istrument ITo. 

1 3 . 2 - 
1st 26 '1st 2a 1st 2a 

tegt te gt test test test test ---------_ I d-_------ ---- -- 
0 +o. 70 -t-0.8' +1;0 -r-l;6 -2.0 -1,4 

90 +2.6 c3.6 -2;2 -I.5 -1.2 -1.8 
1.80 t1.0 8 

-t-g:0 
I 

I 

;0 s.4 -3.5 -1.7 
270 +3.0 -2.0. -1.8 -3.4. -.4 

Drift in 10 minutes on scorsby at -20' C. 

0 -1.5 -1.5 +4.0 +2.0 -5.0 -4.0 
90 +3,5 +-3?5 -1.0 -1.5 -3.0 -2.0 

180 -1.5 +.5 -9.5 -8.5 -3.5 +.5 
270 -I-4.5 -?-7.5 -4.5 -9.0 -2.5 +.5 

t - 
Drift in 15 minutes at +25'8. C. 

Vibrated at 1,800 c.p.12.~ 0.003. dOUbiQ amplitude 
L 

0 * t-l,0 to.2 -4.0 
90 -2.0 -1.8 -2,O 

180 +1.8 +2.3 .o 
270 -2.8 -3.8 +3.0 I 

-2;0 f2,O e2.2 
-1.5 -1.0 el.O 
+2.6 +1.0 +.5 
+X.2 -2.0 -2.7 

The drift with the case and rotor axis both tilted 15' 
and with the instrument subjected to a low amplitude vi- 
bration differs but little from the drift in the normal 
operating pos2tion. 

Rotor-bearing friction.- Tests for frfction of the ro- 
tor bearings are most easily made by determining the amount 
of suction required to start rotation of the rotor and the 
time the rotor mill operate after the suction is cut off. 
The suction necessary to start the instrument at a tempera- 
ture of 20° C. is approximately l/8 fnch of mercury. This 
suction may increase to'2 inches of mercury at a tempora- 
ture of -20° C. 
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The rotor of an instrument in good operating condition 
runnfig initially at the normal operating speed, and at a 
temporature of 20° C. will coast .for more than 10 minutes 
aftor the suctfon is cut off. 

Effect on compass reading.- -w----r Since the directional gyro 
is ordinarily mounted qufte close to the magnetic compass, 
it is -essential that its effect on the compass reading be 
small. Usually the effect of aircraft instruments upon 
the reading of the compass is obse.rved when the- instruments 
are 8 inches apart, measured from center to Center. Under 
this condition, new directional gyros mill not cauge the 
compass reading to change by an amount exceeding 1 . When 
the instruments are adjacent, the compass reading may be 
affected by US much as 5O. The effect varies in amount 
with the orientation of the rotor with respect ta the COP- 
pass card. It is ihportant that the use of magnetic ma- 
terials be eliminated insofar as possible, since any for- 
rous parts may become nngnetized in service. 

Effect of vibration.: ------ Data collected mainly by the 
Sperry Gyroscop-e Company indicate that jars and shocks 
such as.are experienced in take-off and landing of air- 
planes affect the reliability of the instrument more seri- 
ously than long-continued.vibration of the type ordinarily 
exporicnced on instrument boards in flight. Bost porforr- 
ante is obtained by eliminating the shocks and holdfng the 
vibratfon to low anplitude. For this reason the direc- 
tional gyro is usually mounted either on an inetrument 
hoard rrhich is vibration-insulated &am the airplane or on 
one of several designs of antivibrat,ion mounts. Satisfac- 
tory tfles of flexibl-e suction conpection for the instru- 
ment have been developed, 

GPBOMAGBETIC COMPASS 

Tho dir-ectional gyro has the primary defect of erratic 
drifts in reading which appear to 'be unavofdable as long 
as a free gyroscope is used. J. B, Peterson of thQ lbtional 
Bureau of Standards, and Guido bnsch of Askania-Verke Ak- 
tiengesellschaft, independently have propcsed holding the 
rotor assembly fixed with respect to t-ho magnetic moridian 
by means of a suitable torque controlled by a pivoted mag- 

,netic element. 

A schematic drawing showing the principle of Peter- 
sonrs instrument, called a gyromagnetic compass, 3s shown 
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in figure 10. The rotor R is mountsd in an airtight 
housing H, except for an air inlet for driving the rotor 
and four exhaust ports at D,, De, De, and D,. The tmo- 
pfvot magnetic element, the magnets of which are M, is 
mounted outside of the housing H. The suction source for 
driving the rotor is connected to the outer case at B. 
The afr enters at A, passes through the hollow gimbal G 
to a nozzle from which -it impinges on the rotor. 

Pendulum P controls the air flowing through ports. 
D3 and D4 -into the outer case from exits TI and Ta , 
-thereby stabilizing the housfng H so that the axfs of 
the magnetic element (3 and M> is mafntained in the ver- 
tical plane containing the magnetic merid$an. It should 
be noted that stabilization of the axis in thfs plane is 
sufficient to prevent any effect of the earth's vertical 
field, thereby eliminating northerly turning error. It 
can be demonstrated that slightly inclining the &is 0-f 
a two-pivot compass away from the.vertical to the north 
or to the south does not cause a change in its reading. 
However, some northerly turning error remains because the. 
method of stabilization is not perfect. 

Magnetic element E controls the air flarvSng through 
ports D, and De, stabilizfng the rotor axis in a nag- 
netfc east-west direction, and giving the reference direc- 
tfoh for determining the heading of the aircraft. t__ 

The pendulum-controlled and nagnetic-controlled air 
jets both exert comparatively weak torques, causing the 
gyroscopic axes to follow slowly. Thus, short-tine oscil- 
lations of the pendulum due to horizontal accelerations 
and short-tine hscillations of the nagnetic element due to 
v?bration do not deflect the gyroscopic &is appreciably . -- 
from its average orfentation, 

.* 
The card 0, seen through window VP, is attached to 

gimbal G. It is read with reference to lubber line L 
which is attached to the case of the instrument. In flight 
it is obvious that the lubber line turns with the airplane, 
while the card holds a position fixed relative to the nag- 
nctic meridian. 

Development of thfs instrument Las been &dertake.n.by 
the Sperry Gyroscope Conpany. An experimental mode,l,.is 
shown in figure 11. Among t're design problems mM.ch had- to 
be solved nas the necessity for elininating to the utmost 
all nagnetic nateriLLs in the instrument in order 20. obtain 
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satisfactory performaaco ofthe control magnets. Chi-efly, 
this meant finding a substitute for ball bonrings, and the 
problem was. solved bY the use of &ir boarfngs for the gin- 
bals and plain bearings for the rotor. 

Vibration and shock absorption is provided integral 
with the instrument. This consists essontinlly of rubbor 
acting in shear. Individual.lfghting is provided. In 
this latest model the suction requi,rement has been reduced 
to 4 inches of mercury, at which the air flow is 2 cubic 
feet per mJnute at soa level. At this suction the rotor 
speed at sea level is approximately 12,009 r.p.n. Provi- 
sion is made for setting rotor unit so that the proper 
heading is approximately ind%_cated, thus reducing-the %&me 
before reliable readfngs are obtained. , 

A compensator, similar to that used in other nagnetfo 
compasses, is provided to neutralize the ef?ect of the die- 
turbfng magnetic field produced 733': the magncltJc.materials - 
in the airplane. The conponsat0r.f s built into the lowar 
section of the instrument case and is adjustable fron the 
front as shown in figure 11. Conpe.nsnt.ing the installed c 
gyromagnetic compass has proved tp be a nuch s.loTfer.proc-. 
ess than mith a magnetic conpass,:due to the necoss$ty of. .- ._ 
waiting untrl the magnatic element has.brou$?t the rotor I 
and card unit to an aquilibriun position fo.li6wmikg e.ac6 ad- 
justnent of the compensator. AE; a si:lplificction of the 
procedure, J:B. Peterson Fropomp if practicable in the 
final design that a magnetic card.compass-with the tiompen- --' 
sator from the gYromagnetic compass bo installad in the 
airplane. Tha compensator can then be set much mora eas3.M 
lY- For the conpsnsation to be equivalent, ft is eesen- 
tial that the compass inagnets and-compensator be in exactly 
the same relative position as the gyro1lagneti.c compass nag- 
nets and compensator, and that the sofnt of installation 
be identical for the two units. After the compensation 
has b,eerl completed the gyrocagnet$.c compa_qs and the coapen- .- --. 
sator are installad without disturbing the adjustment of 
the compensator. 

GYXOSCOPIC HORIZOW 

The Sp-e-rry gYroscopic horizon is a gyroscope with 
three degrees of freedom and pith.means forproducing a 
righting torque mhen the axis of the rotor deviates from ., ..-. .- L L 
the vertical. The righting tbrque is pk.educed by-kfrmje.ks 
controlled by peqdulously op-erated valves. In QffQCt, thQ . 
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.instrunent under the actfon ofthe;air jats-behaves like a 
long-period highly damped pepdulum.. This- ne,thod-of pro- 
ducing the righting torque has-the dist*fnct advantage .of 
bringing the rotor axfs to the. vertical in a direct straight 
path, in distinction to the spiral path wh$ch would be.fol- 
lowed if the rotor unit itself were pendulously suspended. 

Description . . - 

A diagrammatic view of the gyroscopic horizon.is 
shomn fn figure 12 and a photograph in ffgure 13. The ro- 
tor axis is vertical. The rotor unit fs mounted in hous- 

'ing C. The air operating the rotor-enters at R, passes 
into the housing at the gimbal, and leaves at the four 
ports P. The housing is free to turn about a lateral, . 
axis, one pivot of which is shown at L, and about a .: 
fore-and-aft axis through the gimbal which fs pivoted,at. 
3, and Ba, figure 12. - 

The orientation of the afrcraft relative to t-he rotor 
axis is indicated. If the airplane banks or rolls, the 
e.xternal instrument case tilts with reference to gimbal G, 
to which is attached pointer P. The position of P rel- 
ative to scale LS is the indication. The bar, H; ( pivct- 
ed to gimbal G at A, also indicates the tilt. 

If the airplane pftches or otherwise changes its 
fore-and-aft position m$th reference to the horizontal 
plane, the case tilts on axis L, and bar H is rotated 
about axis A by pin R which 5s attached to rotor hous- 
ing C. The position of bar H relative to an index on 
the case in the form of a small airplane (fig. 13) indi- 
cates the amount of the fore-and-aft tilt of .the airplane. 

Pendulous gates W control the air florr from the 
ports V.. In the normal position of the rotor unit, the 
four ports arc half opon if there is no.acceleration of 
the airplane. If the rotor axis is tilted and the gates 
hang vertically, the jet reaction causes a torque in such 
a direction as to right the rotor unit. For example, as- 
sume that the rotor-unft axis is tflted about a lateral- 
axis in a clockwise dfrectfon. The port V, visible in 
figure 12, is closed by its gate 3ut the corresponding. 
port on the opposfte side (not visible) opens fully. The 
resulting counterclocknise torqua on unit C about axis 
L rights the rotor unit. The torque disappears when tsio 
ports on opposite sidas are equally open, 
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It is obvious that ah-en an acceleration with a hori- 
zontal component acts, the gates or.flippers will deviate 
from the vertical, closing to some degree one or more ports. 
Tho torque so produced mill tend to deflect the rotor unit 
from the vertical and thus produce an erroneous indication. 
The saving factor is the slog rate at which the torque pro- 
duced by the air jet rotates unit C as compared to the 
time required for an airplane to execute an ordinary maneu- 
ve-r such as a turn. The maximum rate ofprecession of t-he 
rotor unit produced by the air jets is of the order of lo 
in 6 seconds. 
turn of 180'. 

The maximum error in indication occurs in a 
A theoretical treatment of the performance 

in a steady turn is givan in raference 12. 

Ono type of'modern gyroscopic horizon is equipped with 
a caging device.as indicated in figure 13. This permits 
the rotor to be caged during maneuvers and reset when-the 
rotor axis is off the vertical. 

Tha instrument indicates over the range of 260' of 
fore-and-aft inclination and f90°' of lateral inclination. 

The indication in pitch for level flight changes as 
- the angle of attack of the airplane changes, which occurs 

with alteration in air speed or total weight. In some 
types ofgyroscopfc horizon prevasion is made for adjust- 
ing the position of the miniature airplane (fig. l-31, the 
center 'of the bar indicating pitch. 

c 

The weight of the instrument is 4-l/4 pounds. It is 
roughly a cylinder 6 inches deep and 4-Z/4 inches in di- 
ameter. 

Performance of the Gyroscopic Horizon 

The test apparatus for the gyroscopic horizon is the 
same as that described for t.he directional gyro. 

Elffect of air'flow, air density-and suction upon -P1---1_M--_- 
rotor speed.- The variation of--the-rotor speed vith sue- 
tion 4s shown in figure 14. for sea level-and for 2?,oob 
feet. The relation between rotor speed and volume air 
flow measured at the outlet of-the gyroscopic horizon-is 
presented in figur-e 15. 

It will 30 noted that rotor speed is not.directly 
proportional to the volume air flow, whereas a linear row 
lationship was found for the dire.cticnal.gyro. This dif- . 
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'ference in performance'is proba3ly due to the difference in 
design, the rotor unit of the horizon being much more close- 
ly housed. The air-flow characteristic% df the horizon 

-. 

.differ'muah more from those of an orifice than do those of 
the'directional gyro. s 

The relation at room temperature between the suction 
S, the rotor speed R, and the air density p at the 
air entrance to the horizon appears to have the following 
form on the basis of the limited data given in figure 14: 

Also the following appraxinate relation between the 
suction S, the volume air flow F, and the air density 
PI which holds at suctions above 1..5 inches of mercury 
is obtained from the data shown in figuros 14 and 15: 

S = K, p Fa+ So* (II.1 

In the above equations IE,, X,, So, and So1 are con- 
stants. 

S 
Equations (lo) and (ll) can be combined bY eliminating 

so as to ob'tain tlie,rotor speed R as a function of the 
air flow and the air density, but the.practical Value of 
the result is doubtful. 

It has becono the general practice to keep suction 
constant by means of the automatic regulating valve used 
also for the directional gyro and the turn indicator. 
When so regulated the rotor speed increases with increase 
in altitude, but the increase in rotor speed is partially 
canceled by any reduction of instrument tcnporature which 
may occur. 

The gyroscopic horizon is normally operated on a suc- 
tion of 3.5 inches of mercury, at which suction tho air 
flpw at sea love1 IS about 2 cubic feet por minute meas- 
urod at the outlet of the instrument. Unless othornise 
stated the performance data given below -sere obtained with 
Eho normal suction imposed. 

Effect of temDersture on rotor speed.- T.h? variation 
of the rotor speed with temperature at zero altitude is 
shomn in figure 14. The falling off in rotor sp-eed with 
reduction in temperature appears to be somewhat greater at 
highor altituda (reference 11). . 
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Accuracy: of iadication.- ---- - In -the laboratory the error 
in indication of pitch and bank is observed at roam tem- 
perature (-1-20' C.) when (a) the gyroscopic horieon is 
subjected for 10 minutes on the scorsbyoto a combined roll, 
paitch, and yam with an amplitude of 1.5 and frequency of. 
10 per minute, and (b) when. i.t is subj8cte.d for 5 minutes 
t-o a circular vibration having a .frequency of I,,800 c.p.m., 
and a diameter of 0.003 inch. Under those conditions the 
error of satisfactory instruments does not exceed lo in 
either bank or pitch. 

The rate of prQc%ssion is determined by inclfning the 
caged instrument 30' in bank or pitch, uncaging the rotor 
unit, and then rfghting the case to the normal position. 
The gyroscoppfc horizon thsn indicates a bank or Ditch of 
3.0° but under the action of tha righting torque the read- 
ing'starts to change to the proper indfcation of zero, 
The time for the roading to change from 30' to LO0 in bank 
or pitch is nornally about 140 seconds, with variations 
fron 110 to 160 seconds. 

Low-tomporature performanco-.- -. At a tenporaturo of -20' 
c. and when operating under normal suction, the proces- 
sion of the gyroscopic horizon, when subjected for 10 min- 
utes to the standard roll, pitch, and yaw motion of the 
scorsby,, does. not exceed 1'. The operation of uncaging 
the rotor causes no appreciable deviation in indication of 
either bank or pitch. 

Rotor-bearing friction.- StartSp&riction and run- 
ning friction are both of importance. They are doterninod 
from the practical point of view by the minfnum suction 
necessary to start rotation and tho length of time tho rod 
tar runs aftor the normal suctionis cut off. 

At an instrument tenporaturo of -35' C., it requires 
from 1.0 to 2*5 inches of mercury, with an averago of 1.5 
fnches of mercury, to start ths ro.tor. At dZO" C. the ro- 
tor starts turning at suctions under 1.0 inch of nercury. 
When the instrument is at room tonporaturc, the rotor ro- 
tat%8 more than 8 minutes aftor the suction is cut off. 

Effect on magnetic compa.ss.- At a distances of 8 inchoe --- --- 
from the magnotfc compass, the gyroscopic horizon as dc- 
livered by the manufacturer causes no appreciable change 
in the readings of magnetic cqmpasses. In view of tho us0 
of stool in the bearings, apgarently necessary at the prea- 
%nt time, it cannot bo assumed that tho Qffoct on the mag- 
notic compass .mill remain negligible under all conditions 
of use. 
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AUTOKATIC PILOT 

Tho practice of maintaining straight, level flight of' 
transport,airplanes by automatic means is becoming general. 
,The automatic means, commonly called an automatic or gyro 
pflot, consists in its simplest form of elements which are 
sQnsitive to change in yaw, roll, and pitch and which are 
connected to the airplane controls through suitable re- 
lays. In most automatic pilots commercially available, 
control of these quantfties is denendent upon gyroscopes.. 

'Efforts to use an unstabilized magnetic compass or. unsta- 
bilized earth inductor compass for direction control and 
pendulums for bank and pitch control, have been unsuccess- 
ful because of inherent limitations. Ordinary accelera- 
tions of the airplane.durfng flight cause extraneous indi- 
cations of these gravity sensitive devices. 

Other automatic controls in addition to yaw, roll, 
and pitch are being found desirable by pilots. Early in 
the development of the automatic pilot, altitude control 
by means of a pressure-sensitive elomont was addod to thQ 
pitch control. Turns and glides can bo made semiautomatic- 
ally by operation of controls. The necessary adjustment 
of trin as the loading of the airplane changes due to fuel 
consumptfon, is- in process of- being made autonatic. 

A follow-up mechanism is necessary to prevent over- 
control which gives rise to oscillations or '"huntLng" of 
the airplane. That is, the control surfaces of the air- 
plane must be set in some manner to correct exactly for 
departures from the proper coursQ or attituds, This set- 
ting nay, in theory at least, be made proportiona% tc-the 
magnitude of the departure, the velocity of departure, or 
the acceleration of departure. The method chosen in any 
particular design of autonatfc pilot depends mostly upon 
the prffiary controlling elements chosen. In the Sperry 
pilot, herein describad, deflection of the control from 
the, neutral is directly proportional to the nagnitude of 
the departure of the airplane fncn the set course. - 

Only the Sperry automatic pilot, which is representa- 
tive of the gyroscopic-control type, will be described. 
Descriptions of the Smith (RAE) autonattc pilot and the 
Pollock-Brown Deviator, both utilizing gyroswpes, are 
given in references 6 and 8. 

The Sperry automatic pilot depends upon the direction- 
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al gyro and the gyroscopic horizon for controllfng the 
course, bank, and pitch of the airplane. Although the au- 
tomatic pilot forms a single unit, for convenience the di- 
rect=ional-,control unit and the ban&and pitch-control units 
are described separately. A diagrammatic drawing of the. 
former 5s shown in figure 16, and of the latter in figure 
17. A view of the instrument dial is shown in figure 18. 

Directional unit.- .The contra1 gyroscope. is essential- 
ly the directIonal,gyro previously described. Refarring 

.to. figure 16, the rotor B -is mounted in horizontal gin- 
bal BIG which in turn is pivoted in vertical gimbal PG. 
The case C is thus free to rotate about ecyaxis without 
disturbing the orientation of tho rotor axis, The rotor 
is air-driven, air entaring a% A and passing to the ro- 

. tar through tube T, which is attached to gimbal PG. A 
suction of about 4 inches o-f mercury is maintained in the 
case of the instrument. Compass card G2 for indicating 
the heading.of the. aircraft is attached to vertical gimbal 
VG and is read relative to a lubber line through window 
Iv. Means not shown in the figure-are provided for caging 
and setting the gimbals both to level the rotor and to ob- 
tain any desired heading indicated.on card C2< 

I 
. 

Directional control is obtained from the relative po- 
sitions of the nozzle,plate NP and the ao'zzles Nl and 
N2. The nozzle.platQ is attached to the vertical gimbal 
VG and thus has its.position doterminod by the position 
of the rotor axis in azinuth. Tho nozzles are assumed at 
the moment to be integral with t>la instrument case- As 
shown 9n section AA the nozzle plate just bisects the 
nozzles. W-hen the airplane turns, tho nozzles and case 
of the instrument also turn, 

,i.ts orientation. 
but the nozzle pi.atQ holds 

Thus one nozzle is. closed and the other 
opened. As seen in figure-16, tho nozzles lead through 
tubing A.Ll and ALL to the-two sid.Qs of the diaphragm Dl. 
Air flows in at SOLOS B, and anters the instrument casa 
at tha nozzles ET.1 and N 2 mhan both are open, thus main- 
taining equal prssiura on tha two sides of diaphragm Dl. 
When a.departurQ from the course-occurs, on0 nozzla is 
ClOsQd, mhereupon the prossuro on the side of tho diaphragm 
connected t-o this nazzle builds up. 

The diaphragm, as it 'deflects under thfs ddfferential 
pressure, moves valves Pl and P2. of the oil. valve, con- 
necting oil under pressure nith one side.of the piston .of 
the servo cylinder and permitting the oil from t-ho othbr 
s5de to pass.into the oil sump. Tho resulting novcnont of 

L 

. 
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the servo piston .ogcretQs the rudder controls, to correct 
the course. The rate of oil florr, and conse,quontly the 
rate of travel of the rudder control, is detornined by 
manual adjustment of valve SC. Extraneous oscillation of 
the rudder fs minimized by proper adjustnont of the rata 
of oil flow. When tha rudder is to be manually qperatod, 
the valve CV is opened, the oil pressure on the tno 
sides of the servo piston is Qqualized by opening valve 
cv. In an emergency the pilot can override the automatic 
pilot by exert4ng sufficient force on the rudder bar' to 
open the safety valve S which equalizes the oil pressure 
in the servo cylinder. 

The follow-up device consists of a mechanism by qhrch 
the nozzles W, and N, are moved as a unit by-the-rudder 
control or servo piston to the symnotrical position with 
reference to the nozzle Plate HP. The cable -I? turns 
GLe arm Q which has a p%& projecting into TJ:bar -Ed.- Te 
shaft of the U-bar enters differential D. Gear G, on 
the outlet shaft of the differential meshes with gear Gl. 
Tho nozzle unit, which is attached to goar Gl is .free -50 
turn relative to the instrument case. The position of the 
nozzle unit is indicated by compass card CL It Tvill bo 
soen that the mechanism kcops tho dofloction of the rudder 
control directly proportional to tba departuro‘of the‘air- 
plane from its propor‘course. Thus vh-en.the airpf;tino d%- 
parts from the set coursQ, thQ motion of the rudder bar to 
counteract the dQparturo is continuously controlled by tho 
follow-up mechanism until the heading is aga&n on-course. 
The oporation nay be made clearor by noting that ti dep>yt-- .:- 
uro from the course is observed on compass card C2, card 

. '. -C,l stfll indicating.the coursQ. As. the aontrols.arQ oper- 
ated by the servo mechanism, card Cl attached to t%e noz- 
zles cones to the sane rondfng as-card C2, and the two 
cards then drift together to thQ on-course pocition as 
the controls operato; . - 

The 'nozzle unit can be set to give any desired head- 
ing on card Cl by means of knob K, phi& operates gear 

. Cl by means of intermediate gears G2 and G3 and the &if- 
'.ferential D. The adjustment is used to set‘the noz~i6~ 

into alinement' with the nozzle plate, as,&ndicated by iden- 
tical readings on.the two compass cards. 

Turns can be made automatically by a mechanism which 
has bean developed but is not shown on figure 16. In this 
mechanism a valve controls the air supply to an air motor 
which turns the nozzle unit in the required directfan. .- 
ThEs valve must be manually operated to start and stop the 
turn. 
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Pitch and bank unit --- .M The automatic control of-pitch 
and bank is similar in general design to the directional 
control. The gyroscopfc horizon previously doscribod is 
used as the control unit, 
view in figure 17, 

The rotor R, shown in top 
rotates about a vertical axis and is 

enclosed in a,case Gl 
Gimbal G2, 

which is free to deflect in pitch. 
in nhfch case 

fleet in bank. 
Gl fs mou.ntQd, fs free to do- 

NPl 
The nozzles N-l and K:2 and nozzle Plato 

for controlling pitch, are similar in operation to 
those of the directional unit described above. The nozzle 
plate NP of the bank-control element is shown: tho other 
parts do not differ Qssontially from those for the pitch 
unit. 

It mill bQ notQd that SODQ complexity ariSQs in con- 
necting the nozzle plate NPl to.the case Gl. This is ac- 
complished by a channel-shaped bajl ILL 
der the case 

which passes un- 
Gl and is connected thQreto.by a roller. 

When the airplane banks, the rollor on the case Gl rolls 
in the channel, and when the airplane pitches the bail de- 
flects with the case Gl and rotates nozzle platQ NPl. 

The bar Fl attached to the bail and nozzle-plate 
unit, gives an indication of pitch through the windotv V. 
The orientation of-the nozzle unit is indicated by arm X'2. 

Bank is indicated by disk EKl which is free to ro+ 
tat-e with gimbal G2. ThQ orientation of the nozzle unit 
associated with bank control is indicated by tho long bar 
BK2. Figure 18 and the front view in figure 17 show the 
dial arrangom.ent. 

ThQ case C is kept under vacuum by a vacuum pump, 
for which the connection is shown. 

Th-e details of-the follov-up mechanism, the oil valves, 
and thd sarvo cylinders for each control am ossantially 
as has been described.for the directional unit. It should 
be mention-ed that a common 051 pump and oil sump serve all 
three servo cylinders. The three oil valves in present 
designs are installQd 'as a unit back of the gyroscopes on 
the instrument panel shown in figure 18. 

Means are provided for caging the rotor unit Gl and 
gimbal 02 ,and setting them in the normal Fttitudo. Knobs 
Kl and K2, control, through suitable gearing, the setting 
of the bank and pftch nozzles, respectively. 
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flight.: Level To maintain level flfght it has Been 
found necessary to add an altitude-control unit to the 
pitch-control unit. This mechanfsm, not shown in figure 
17, consists of a diaphragm capsule which can be closed 
off from the atmosphere by a manually operated valve, 
marked "level11 in fig-ure 18. Deflection of this diaphragm 
capsule, caused by change in altitude, rotates a nozzle. 

.- 

plate similar in principle to RPl (fig. 17), and normally 
covering tmo nozzles. Then one cf the nozzles is uncov- 
ered, air fldms through and operates an air motor which, 
through suitable goarkng, turns nozzles Nl and N2: 
tfhen this occurs, diaphragm D3 deflects and the oil valve 
and servo cylinder operate to correct for altitude depar- 
ture of the airplane. It is evident that the diaphragm cap- 
sule may deflect with change in temperature of the air 
trapped in the capsule Then the level-control valve is 
closed. The change in altitude of flfght due to this cause 
is about 100 feet per degree centigrade change fn temper- 
ature at all altitudes up-to 30,000 feet. In the latest 
models this source of error is oliminatod 'by using a unit 
compensstod for temperature. ._ 

LBTHODS OY DRIVIBG GYROSCOPIC INSTRU~SRiJTS 

Gyroscopic instruments at present available are air- 
driven by means of. suction from a source such as a venturi 
tube or vacuum pump. 
into increasing use, 

At present vacuum pumps are coming 
djlsplacing the venturi tube. 

Venturi tubes.- Then venturi tubes are-used, the three 
gyroscopic instruments are driven by individual tubes usu- 
ally mounted on the fuselage in the slipstream of the pro- 
peller, this fncreasing the suction developed. This mount- 
ing position has the advantages of an a%r speed greater 
than that of the airplane and of somewhat decreased hazard 
of ice f ornfng. in the throat, since the air going through 
the tube is heated somewhat by the engine. 

The double-throated venturi (fig. 19) is used to op- 
erate the directional gyro or the gyroscoplc horizon. A 
somewhat smaller venturi with a single throat is used to 
operate the turn indicator. Data on the performance of 
venturi tubes are given in reference 13. .. 

The power used at sea level and at a true air speed 
. . .of 80 miles per hour by-each of two venturi tubes of the 
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type used t-o operate the-directional gyro is 0,33 horse- 
power and for a tube of the type used to,operate turn in- 
dicators, 0.08 horsepower, making a total of-0.74horse- 
power for an installation of.three tubes. The power used 
increases in direct proportion.to the product of the true 
air speed'and the impactpressure. At sea level and at a 
true air speed of 200 miles per hour the total power used 
becomes 11.6 horsepower, which reduces to about 6.2 horse- 
power at an altitude of 20,000 foot. The maximum effi- 
cioncy of the venturf. tube is of the order of 3 percent, 
and therefore most of the power absorbed is wasted as far 
as operating the gyroscopic instruments is concerned. Fur- 
ther, the actual efffcfoncy is even less sfnco venturi 
tubes must be chosen so that the gyroscopic instruments 
operate at relatively lam air speeds and tho increased SUC- 
tion and air flow developed at higher air speeds are un- 
needed. 

uumus.- Vacuum Engine-driven vacuum pumps are rapidly 
replacing venturi tubes, This. is-due. as much perhaps to 
their freedom from icing as to their much greater effi- 
cioncy. Early installations gave considerable trouble, 
mainly duo to lubrication difficulties, but the defects 
have been large3.y eliminated. 

Manifold suction.- Experiments have been conducted by 
a number of organizations on the use of manifold suction 
to operats gyroscopic instruments (reference 14). Without 
modification of the manifold to increase the suction avail- 
able, the suction produced at full throttle is inadequate 
to operate the gyroscopic instruments. 

regu1aw.i Suction The practice at present is to 
maintain a suction of 3.5 inches of mercury across the di- 
rectional gyro and gyroscopic.hor$zon, and a suction Of 
2.0 incheu) of mercury across the turn indicator by means of 

.- 

a suction regulator fn the lfne near-the instrunents. The 
regulator contains a spring-controlled spill.valve which 
opens to admit-.air at a sucti.on of 3.5 Inches of mercury L 
and has four porta, one for each ofthe three gyroscopfc 
instruments proportioned in size so that the proper suctipn 
is 1nposed., and one connecting to the source of vacuum* 

Suction regulators nom available have a perfornance 
such that for an air flow from 4 to 10 cubic feet ior nin- 

.- 
I 

ute at sea-level pressure and temperature the suction at 
the gyroscopic horizon and directfonal gyro ports varies 
from 3.5 to 4.0 inches of mercury and at the turn indicator 
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. port, from 2.5 to 3.0 inches of mercury. At low tempera- 
ture the relief valve may stick unless the valve surfaces 
are clean and free from a film of lubricant. . 

Filters.-' The air for operating the instruments is 
drawn from the cockpit or cabin-of thQ~&irplke. Dust de- 
positing from the afr affects the operaf;ion and life of 
gyroscopic instruments. Dust filters are usually provided 
at the entrance port of each instrument. These are either 
metal screen or, in the latest models of ths horizon and 
directional,gyro, a special grade of*filter paper. 

Tubing.- Tubing of sufficient bore must be'used in 
connecting the instruments to the suction source in order 
to avoid excessive pressure drop fn the tubing. Gonvonient 
methods of computing the pressure drop are give% in refer- 
ence 15. 

National Bureau of Standards, 
Washington, D. C-., June 1938. * 

: . 
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Fiqure 3.--Top view 
of turn indicator 
fest app’arafus.T is 
theturn indicator 
clnd TT is u turn fable. 
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Figure 2.. Photograph of Pioneer turn indicator. 
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Photograph of 
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. Figure 4.- D$gram of Sperry directional gyro. 
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Fiqure 12.- Diaqram of 
Sperry qyroscopic C 
horizon. 

Figs. 6,IE 
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Figure 7.0 Sperry rcorsby 
ulbsd to 8Ub- 

ject gyroocopic inta tru- 
menta to a combined pitch- 
roll-end yaw motion.. Two 
inotruJnent8 are Ehown in- 
stalled,ln the temperature 
chamber which is munted 
313 the scorrby table. 
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Figure IO.- Diagram of gyromogktic compass. 
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Figure 11.0 Photograph of gyromagnetic compa86. 
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Figs .1 .3,19 

Figure 19.- Photograph of double throat venturi tube of the type used 
to operate the 3rectional tyro or the gyroscopic rorizon. 
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SECTION AA 

VERVCAL SECTION THPOUGH 
Figure 16.- Diagram of directional control 

OIRECTIONA‘ 6YRO of the Sperry automatic pilot. 
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Figure lS.- Photograph of lnetrumnt board of Sperry automatic pilot, 
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